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The information in this manual belongs to Chaoxing Education Technology Co., Ltd.,
and is subject to change without notice.please download the latest version on our official
website:www.ocalworld.com/en/

Instruction
Thank you for purchasing and using OCAL Back Focus Regulator
Use of this product: as an auxiliary tool for the telescope, making the
telescope work in the best condition. The OCAL Back Focus Regulator adopts
two sets of threads to rotate together to solve the accuracy problem to the
greatest extent and realize stepless adjustment (1.25mm per circle). This
product can be permanently installed on the telescope, and the thread of
the product has good thread engagement, the gap is small, It can be used
after being locked. No need to remove other equipment.
Before using this product, please read the relevant contents of the
manual in detail to ensure that you can use this product better. If you have
any questions, Please contact the official website for contact information,
or the email address huogo558@gmail.com, we will solve it as quickly as
we are willing!
Log in to the official website www.ocalworld.com/en/
To watch the video tutorial, please click support
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1、product description
1.1 Product parameter
The product has a cylindrical structure and the adjustment distance is
18-24mm. The existing products have double-sided male and female m42,
m48, m54 and m48 female to m42 male thread models. For other specifications,please contact the official after-sales service.

1.2 Product Picture Notes

Size adjusters of various models

Product initial state

Extension limit 24mm

Internal structure

2.Product use
2.1 How to install the regulator
Take the m42 interface regulator as an example. Tighten the locking device and
rotate the adjuster to the end of the telescope eyepiece.

Tighten the screw and rotate it to the OAG

And then connect with the camera rotation

Complete connection diagram

2.2 How to use the regulator

Loosen the locking screw, just loosen it
slightly, not too much.

Hold the camera so that it does not turn,
and then turn the adjuster.

2.3 Precautions
1.Please tighten the locking screw again after adjustment.
2.The locking structure not only has lock and release functions, but also has
a limit function (limit 24MM) therefore, the locking screw cannot be loosened
too much, otherwise it will cause the limit function to fail, exceeding 24MM the
cord may fall off the device.
3.The mechanical design value is adjusted to 18-24MM. if the length is notenough, you can install an extension tube.if the 18MM distance exceeds your
needs, you will not be able to use this product.
4.This product rotates one circle to adjust the distance to 1.25MM, rotate to
the right to extend the distance, rotate to the left the rotation shortens the distance, and the limit is 4 and a half turns.

2.3 Actual adjustment effect diagram

Thank you for using your precious time to read
If you have any questions, please send an email to huogou558@gmail.com
or WeChat ID 175768073

